MARKET WRAP

HEADING IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION
Wine exports are heading in the right direction, grape prices have recovered and vineyard
valuations have increased. What’s not to love?
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igns of improving trading
conditions in the Australian wine
business started to appear five
years ago, but it is only in the
past 12 months that it has been
universally acknowledged. What is interesting
is the pace and timing of improvements in
different segments of the market.
The premier regions were essentially the
first to move and grapegrowers have been
the first to feel the effects of the improvement
with steady increases in grape prices and
crop values across most regions for the
preferred varieties, particularly reds.
The commercial regions have seen a big
kick-along in 2017 and 2018, driven by a
global market shortage of commercial wine
and the realisation that Australia has finally
cleared its wine surplus.
Premium regions have seen a moderation
in prices more recently after the short
vintages of 2014-2016 were rebalanced with a
bountiful 2017 harvest.
If you are not making money today as a
grapegrower, it’s time to review. There is
either something wrong with your vineyard
or how it’s being managed.
The return of profitability for grapegrowers
has seen a marked increase in the sale of
vineyards and the prices being achieved.
There are several regions in Australia where
decent vineyards are comfortably commanding
$100,000 per hectare. These include the Yarra
Valley, Tasmania, Barossa Valley, Margaret
River and McLaren Vale. Valuations at this
level were the stuff of dreams five years ago.
Vineyards in the Riverland in SA have seen
a more meteoric rise (in percentage terms)
supported by a tightening of supply and the
expectation that commercial grapes prices will
rise further in the years ahead. These vineyards
were a hard sell at $25,000 per hectare with
reasonable permanent water allocations five
years ago. The water is now worth $25,000 and
the vineyard $40,000 per hectare equivalent,
and there is very little of scale being offered for
sale. Who saw that coming?
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The recovery in profitability of wine
companies has been less fortunate. Treasury
Wine Estates has gone from beer company
trash to stockmarket darling in five years. For
many years the collective industry crossed its
fingers that TWE would one day achieve its
potential. That day has finally come.
Casella Family Brands continues to perform
well and has built an amazing portfolio of
brands and vineyards during the downturn,
meaning they now have a range of premium
brands and security of fruit supply to consolidate
their position near the top of the industry.
Accolade Wines has also benefitted from
opportunities to expand its portfolio with a
string of acquisitions including St Hallett,
Petaluma and Grant Burge to broaden its
offering to consumers and allow its private
equity owners a profitable exit. Medium sized
family producers Seppeltsfield, Brown
Brothers and Kingston Estate have also been
active with acquisitions, and along with
Taylors and Yalumba are well placed with

scale and responsiveness to benefit from the
upswing in the industry’s fortunes.
The future of smaller producers may be less
certain. Changes to the WET rebate will be a
$150,000 pay cut for many, and success in China
can be elusive and frustrating, not to mention
navigating distributor relationships and selling
a handmade product in supermarkets.
Furthermore, growing a premium red wine
business requires significant capital to fund
inventory and other working capital demands.
These challenges are alive and well in the
wine business 24/7, regardless of where we
are in the cycle.
Fortunately the improvements in the
industry has delivered an appreciable rise in
the valuations of smaller winemakers, and an
uptick in activity, as some choose to sell and
others get larger to take to fight the medium
and large producers.
The next stage of the cycle will no doubt
be as fascinating as the last – and hopefully
we can all enjoy the ride.
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SA RIVERLAND SHIRAZ ($/TONNE)

$341

$315

$336

$396

$487

112,834

112,770

111,842

116,501

110,286

$38,476,394

$35,522,550

$37,578,912

$46,134,396

$53,709,282

SA RIVERLAND SHIRAZ
CRUSH (TONNES)
CROP VALUE
BAROSSA VALLEY SHIRAZ ($/TONNE)

$1,849

$2,137

$2,212

$2,284

$2,252

BAROSSA VALLEY SHIRAZ
CRUSH (TONNES)

23,934

26,328

32,533

48,844

36,658

$44,253,966

$56,262,936

$71,962,996

$111,559,696

$82,553,816

$1,310

$1,266

$1,424

$1,417

$1,441

CROP VALUE
CLARE VALLEY SHIRAZ ($/TONNE)
CLARE SHIRAZ CRUSH (TONNES)
CROP VALUE

5,896

5,039

6,091

9,724

7,642

$7,723,760

$6,379,374

$8,673,584

$13,778,908

$11,012,122

$1,780,000,000

$1,890,000,000

$2,170,000,000

$2,310,000,000

$2,750,000,000

$2.60

$2.61

$2.95

$2.97

$3.24

$297,180,000

$391,588,000

$599,703,000

$720,910,000

$1,114,806,000

44,236,000

61,391,000

99,379,000

125,387,000

188,044,000

6.72

6.38

6.03

5.75

5.93

AUSTRALIAN WINE EXPORTS
TOTAL VALUE
$ / LITRE
EXPORTS TO CHINA & HONG KONG
TOTAL VALUE AUD
TOTAL VOLUME (LITRES)
$ / LITRE

Relevant benchmarks demonstrating the improvements across various segments in the industry.

